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Live net tv for pc without bluestacks

The short answer is yes. You will need some specific hardware and software to do this, but nothing that is too prohibitive. First, your computer will need a TV tuner. Some computers may already have one installed as part of their factory package; however, if not, you can buy an external TV tuner that connects to your
computer through a USB port or a TV tuner card that would be installed internally. Next, you'll need to connect a TV signal to your computer. Talk to your TV signal provider (for example, cable or satellite company) about specific options to transmit your computer's signal. You may need a set-top box from these or you
may only be able to use a wall cable on your computer. That covers the hardware. Now you will also need a software program that allows you to watch and record live TV on your computer. There is a wide range of such programs, so check out your options. Again, some operating systems will already have such software
installed from the factory. If so, try the package first. If that's what you need, you don't have to buy anything else. If you prefer, there are third-party options with a number of features. Many have the typical characteristics of a DVR cassette, would be interruption of live TV. Others may have even more features, such as
creating their own transcripts or searching for a specific phrase to trigger the record to begin. Also, some will allow you to hook up the actual TV program. This allows you to watch what you've recorded on your PC, on your TV. The point is, different programs have different options, so figure out which are important to you

before you select one. Note that these software options require quite a lot of resources, so make sure your computer's hardware specifications meet the minimum requirements identified by the software you select. Although it was only less than two years after their disclosure, Valve's Steam Machines are basically
vaporware at the moment. Hype has been almost arrogant for a while, with gaming hardware companies announcing their own take on Steam Machine on a regular basis, and gambling communities are passionately discussing whether the initiative would be the next big Valve thing or the next big flop. After countless
controller redesigns, effectively no console ads, and even Alienware changing its steam machine to a more standard gaming PC, it would seem that the hole in the LIVING PC gaming market is as big as it always has been. With the reveal of Tv Forge, a $100 Android gaming console capable of playing PC streaming,
Razer seems to connect the hole that many thought Valve would fill. While Android game consoles and Steam Machines have not caught on, Razer is hoping the combination of the two - plus the brand's popularity, stylish aesthetics, and a fantasy lapboard-and-mouse combo - will help. First, Forge TV acts as an Android
Android which means that it runs Android games from Google Play (in HD, Of course), supports four-player local co-op, runs Android applications (and thus streaming media services), and has Google Cast support, so you can access through a variety of mobile devices and PCs.What sets TV Forge besides other
Android consoles is that its company software, Cortex, has the ability to stream games from your PC to the living room – and Cortex is not limited to a single service. Cortex can not only stream steam games, but can play content from Battle.net, Origin, Uplay, and even games stored locally - all at 1080p. To achieve
these high goals, roku-sized, Android 5.0 Lollipop Forge TV console is powered by a quad-core 2.5GHz Snapdragon 805 and Adreno 420 GPU, 2GB of RAM, and a seemingly weak 16GB of onboard storage. Its connectivity options offer 802.11ac WiFi, Bluetooth 4.1 and Gigabit ethernet, and the console also has an
HDMI 1.4 port and a USB 3.0 port. It won't hold a candle to your gaming laptop, and its simply mobile technology stuffed into a small 105mm x 105mm x 17mm body, but it should be more than enough to manage Android games and streaming. Judging by the constant redesigns of the controller, where Valve has
achieved a snag with the steam machine initiative, in fact, it makes traditional PC gaming commands comfortable in a non-desk environment. Translating a traditional keyboard-and-mouse control system to a console controller layout has so far been hard for Valve, so instead of looking for a single solution, Razer offers
up to both options: a Nvidia Shield-like controller-and-combo device (seen above), and a lapboard-and-mouse combo (seen below). The bluetooth shield controller, called Serval, waters the venerable Xbox controller layout, and has a key to attach your phone or tablet. While a controller with a smartphone tip is nothing
new, Razer's lapboard, Turret, aims to be. It is a tenkeyless keyboard (which means no pad number) with an ambidextrous mouse and magnetic mouse pad that can be attached to either side of the board. The wireless lapboard can last up to four months on a single charger, and the wireless mouse can support up to 40
hours of non-stop use. The battery charger doubles as a thin vertical support, so it's easy to store. Forge TV alone sells for $99.99, and costs an extra $50 if you add a Serval controller. An independent Serval runs $79.99, and the lapboard turret costs $129.99. The entire shebang releases in the first quarter of this year.
Now read: $380,000: Raster price paid for a green USB port See our chart: TV tune: Kick Back and PC Watch Play and recording features of The WinTV-PVR-150 And ATI TV Wonder USB 2.0 help them make our top choices for putting TV on your PC. The impressive game and recording features of The WinTV-PVR150 And ATI TV Wonder USB 2.0 helps make them make top options to put your TV on your PC. You don't have to buy an expensive PC Media Center or get a TiVo to record your favorite TV shows. For as little as $89, you can equip your PC with a TV tuner that will allow you to pause and back live TV and show record
on your hard drive. TV tuners for your PC come in two flavors: PCI cards and external USB boxes. They make a snap to watch the full screen, full-motion video on a monitor, or keep an eye on a show in a smaller window while browsing the web. We tested two PCI cards (ADS Tech's $89 Instant TV + FM PCI and
Happuge's $99 WinTV-PVR-150) and three USB devices (ATI $124 TV Wonder USB 2.0 with optional remote control, AVerMedia's $99 UltraTV USB 300, and $140 Hauppuge WinTV-PVR-USB2). Both Hauppauge WinTV-PVR-USB2 and ADS Tech come with an FM tuner and antenna, but only Hauppauge can receive
FM signals via coaxial cable (assuming the cable TV company offers the service). All devices have inputs for coaxial, composite and S-Video cables. To test the tuners, we used live TV inputs and coaxials. All of them delivered acceptable video and audio: Although the image quality varied a bit, the differences were too
small to affect a purchase decision. However, the images could have been clearer if we had used a set-top box and connected by composite or, even better, S-Video. You can also use composite entries and S-Video to watch videos from an external video source, such as a digital video camera or a VCR. ADS Tech
Instant TV +FM PCI: This low-cost unit has a remote control and an FM tuner, but the time change could improve. ADS Tech Instant TV +FM PCI: This low-cost unit has a remote control and an FM tuner, but the time change could improve. You can expect a PCI-based tuner to deliver smoother videos and recordings
with fewer jumps than an external device. All five tuners, however, performed similarly on our test machine, a 2.4-GHz Pentium 4 PC equipped with USB 2.0 ports. (Note that using a PC equipped with USB 1.1 ports can slow down the performance of a USB tuner.) So the choice comes down to a matter of cost, features,
and preference. If you want to keep your desk free of clutter, it's hard to beat a PCI tuner. Once you've installed it and closed the computer case, it stays completely out of the way. In addition, as a general rule, PCI tuner cards are less expensive than their external counterparts. On the other hand, USB tuners are a great
solution if your computer's PCI slots are full or if you want to watch TV on a laptop. But some USB tuners are bulky enough be ungainly, especially when they have a bunch of cables coming out of them. This is not a problem for feathers AVerMedia UltraTV USB 300. A little larger than a deck of cards, it is the most
compact of the three we have looked at and the only one that does not need a DEA adapter (it attracts attracts USB port). At the other end of the scale, The WinTV-PVR-USB2 is almost four times the size, but comes with a base to sit it on its side. Setting up a USB tuner is faster than installing a card, but the steps are
about the same. (AVerMedia is the only USB cassette with an audio output that connects to your PC's sound card.) After you click through a few dialog boxes about your location. But first the software needs a few minutes to scan the cable connection for the available channels. Most of the software included with these
products has a similar design, but there are some differences. For example, although the ADS Tech Instant TV interface doesn't look as polished as some of the others, the controls it provides for changing volume and channel are intuitive. Instead, just finding volume control on the too slick ATI TV Wonder interface
turned out to be a major chore. Page 2 AVerMedia USB 300 small, easy is suitable for travel, although it does not have a remote control. The small, lightweight AVerMedia UltraTV USB 300 is well suited for travel, although it does not have a remote control. Pressing a pause or a dedicated time-shifting button on these
devices makes them change over time just like a TiVo; they buffer the signal using your PC's hard drive. Unfortunately, this process has not always worked smoothly. For example, while all programs briefly interrupted when I hit the time change button, a few of them imposed a longer delay before they could pause or
back – and ADS Tech delayed for a frustrating 10 seconds. In addition, the video became agitated with the ADS card when I set the capture parameters to the standard DVD resolution (720 of 480). The next time I installed the Instant TV card, I did not encounter such a delay, but other problems persisted. With both the
Instant TV card and the AVerMedia UltraTV USB 300, when we tried to record time-shifted videos to high-quality encoding settings, the video image degraded significantly. MPEGs on ADS played back smoothly, but The AVerMedia files seemed agitated. In both cases, lower video quality during recording and time
change made WATCHing more difficult, overcoming the purpose of the feature. Both of these products rely on software to encode video, but so does ATI TV Wonder USB 2.0, which have not suffered from image degradation. It played back perfectly, regardless of quality settings, and has jog and transfer controls to
move back and forth through time-moved video at different speeds. Hauppauge products have shown no loss of image quality while recording time-moved video either, though they did ask us to wait to be able to pause or return such video. Both Hauppauge tuners perform hardware-based encoding. Video recording is
easier. In all cases, just pressing the record button on the control panel on the screen starts the process. The Pauppauge WinTV software has a one-touch recording feature (OTR) like those found on many VCRs; repeatedly pressing the button increases the recording time in increments by 15 minutes. AtI TV's OTR
feature allows you to preset how long it will be recorded, but you can't adjust the increment length in the control panel. Programming a record is reminiscent of programming on a TiVo-style personal video recorder (PVR). Most tuners work with TitanTV.com, a website that provides TV listings; the only exception is the
ADS card, which does not work with an Electronic Program Guide (EPG). ATI comes bundled with GuidePlus+ software, which is well integrated into the ATI Multimedia Center software suite; a preview window in the listings window allows you to watch TV while browsing the program. TitanTV has no preview window.
GuidePlus+ also offers listings for u.s. and Canadian stations, while TitanTV is only in the U.S. Programming a recording was simple with both EPGs, but GuidePlus+ allows us to move more easily between the program and the TV window. In GuidePlus+, clicking a program while displaying pulls the program up in the
ATI TV viewing window; there is no shortcut as easy in Hauppauge or AVerMedia PVR software. We limited our testing to EPG included with each device, but there are other options, such as Beyond TV and SageTV. AVerMedia UltraTV USB 300 is the only TV tuner here that performs picture-in-picture, allowing you to
watch both live TV and video playback recorded simultaneously. (However, it does not display two live TV channels at the same time.) All programs that are included with these tuners can record video as DVD- or VideoCD-compatible MPEG files, making devices useful not only for archiving your favorite episodes of
Smallville, but also for burning video captured from a VCR or video camera. If you don't already have video editing or DVD burning software, some tuners are included in one or the other. AVerMedia is the only one here that comes with both (Ulead VideoStudio 7 SE and DVD MovieFactory 2 SE), although Hauppauge's
WinTV-PVR-150 does not include an MPEG file splitter for trimming unwanted images (that is, advertisements). ATI TV Wonder USB 2.0 comes with neither editing nor DVD-burning software. Page 3 Happahuge's WinTV-PVR-USB2 comes with an infrared remote control and FM tuner and simplifies the capture and
management of stills. Hauppauge's WinTV-PVR-USB2 comes with an infrared remote control and FM tuner and simplifies the capture and management of stills. If you have a digital cable or a satellite receiver, you will need to Change the TV channels on the set-top box, unless the TV tuner has an infrared blaster - a
cable connected to the TV tuner that transmits the channel change commands to the set-top box. Of the five tuners reviewed here, only comes with an IR blaster. The absence of this feature in other products in our roundup makes programming records a problem: you need to remember to change the channel on the settop box before recording. The ultimate TV comfort is, of course, the remote control. AVerMedia UltraTV USB 300 is the only tuner here that doesn't come with a remote control, nor does it offer one as an option. ADS Tech and Hauppauge PCI tuners include an infrared remote control. To use these devices, we had to
connect the IR receiver cable to the card and then place the end of the sensor in the remote line of vision. The Hauppauge USB tuner has a built-in infrared sensor, so we had to keep the box out of sight. We tested ATI TV Wonder along with the company's Distance Wonder options. This remote control uses radio
frequency, so it doesn't need a line of sight (we could change channels in another room). You remotely cost $49 ($25 if you purchased the company's USB tuner). It comes with a receiver that connects to a USB port. The software Included EazyLook boasts a slick interface, which is designed for watching TV and
changing the channel remotely. The default software to a full-screen TV image, and the interface looks like that of any PVR I've seen. These attractive features, along with undiminished image quality while the drive records time-moved video, make ATI TV Wonder USB 2.0 the best of the external tuners. If you have a
set-top box and a PCI slot open, however, The WinTV-PVR-150 Haspauge should be the first choice: its infrared blaster will ensure that the scheduled records don't go wrong. Emru Townsend Page 4 ATI HDTV Wonder displays high definition shows in stunning detail, but the reception can be spotty. ATI HDTV Wonder
displays high definition shows in stunning detail, but the reception can be spotty. Whether you should spend the extra money needed to purchase an HDTV tuner card depends less on the card itself than on the TV reception. That's what we mentioned in our review of HDTV Wonder, hills or other obstacles can prevent
receiving. In our offices in downtown San Francisco, where we tested two HDTV tuner cards, we received 15 digital channels through the air one afternoon during the week. Only 4 of the 15 shows were high definition, but these channels had a very clear image quality. We tested $190 ATI HDTV Wonder and $175 DVico
FusionHDTV 3 Gold Q on a Dell Dimension 8400 PC with a 3.4-GHz Pentium 4 and 1GB of RAM, and viewed the transmissions on a 17-inch LCD. Both cards come with an external remote control, but only HDTV Wonder also includes an antenna. We watched the same baseball game on with both cards. The picture
seemed extremely clear in both cases. The movement appeared unstable on the HDTV Wonder card; on DVico, movement seemed smooth, but video and audio dropouts were more common. When we launched additional, additional programs, ran slower than normal, and sometimes the DVicolo application collapsed.
Both HDTV programs use a lot of CPU bandwidth, a factor that could limit your ability to check player statistics and send instant messages while watching a ballgame. Given the current lack of high definition broadcasts, however, you'll want a backup plan. HDTV Wonder has a second coaxial input, so you can connect
both the antenna for digital broadcasts and the terrestrial cable TV transmission. You need to use two different apps - one for digital TV, another for analog TV - and they won't run simultaneously. But the ATI Multimedia Center software offers more features than DVico's FusionHDTV program. Eric Butterfield Page 5
Save hard disk space. To find a balance between keeping space on the drive and maintaining video quality, select the right combination of file format, image size, and compression. An hour of VHS-grade MPEG-1 video at 352 240 resolution consumes about 600MB, while an hour-long DV-coded AVI file can swallow up
13GB. The MPEG-2 format -- the middle field used to encode DVDs -- uses between 1 GB and 4 GB per hour. But don't go too far: Although you can save a lot of hard drive space by recording video to 320 by 240, stick with 720 by 480 to get an image that is sharp enough and big enough to make watching it enjoyable.
Encoding for DVD. You must dial the bit rate to match a movie on a SINGLE STRATE DVD: Working in MPEG-2 format at 720 480 resolution, a disc can hold an hour of video encoded at 8000 kbps, or 90 minutes of video at 6000 kbps. To match a 2-hour movie to a disc, you'll need to encode it to 4000 kbps. Convert
wisely. The smartest thing you can do when encoding is to avoid recoding. MPEG is a loss compression scheme - that is, it removes some image data (and thus degrades image quality) whenever you recompress the video. Most burning DVD applications give you the option of not re-coding an MPEG file – but only if the
bit rate of the file matches the burning software settings. For example, in Uread DVD MovieFactory 3 SE, which comes with The Hauxauge WinTV-PVR-150, click the Project Settings icon (step in the lower-left corner), and then click the Change MPEG Settings button. Click Customize and select the Compress tab. Set
the video data rate to Constant and enter the bit rate at which the TV tuner software encoded the MPEG file. Make sure the Do not convert compliant MPEG files check box is selected. This instructs the software not to convert (and thus recode) MPEG files whose bit rates match the project settings. If the MPEG file is
registered at a constant bit rate, the project settings must also be set this way. As a bonus, avoiding recoding reduces the time it takes to burn a file to disk. Emru TownsendEmru Townsend is a freelance writer in Montreal and is the editor of Frames per second Eric Butterfield is an associate editor for PC World. Note:
When you purchase something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small fee. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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